
Minutes  
July 25, 2012 

 
PRE-BID MEETING FOR SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF 2 x 320 KVA 

D.G.SETS 
 

The Pre-bid meeting for supply and installation of 2 x 320 KVA Diesel Generator Set was 
held on July 25, at 1500 hrs in the Seminar Room A-1. The following members were present: 

 
Mr. B.V.Sawant              .            
Mr. G.B.Gaikwad 
Mr. N.V.Nagrathnam - Consultant  
Mr. Vikas.Sanghavi - Consultant 

 
There were 3 representatives of various parties who attended the meeting, the list of which is 
enclosed as Annexure – 2. The questions raised by the vendors and reply given from IUCAA 
is enclosed as Annexure -1.   

 
All the vendors are content with the replies received from IUCAA and have confirmed that 
the scope of work requirement at IUCAA is clear to them along with the tender conditions 
mentioned therein. 

 
The vendors had a site visit of location where the D.G. set is expected to be installed. The 
meeting concluded at 1630 hrs with vote of thanks. 

 
 
 
 
 

B.V.Sawant                G.B.Gaikwad                    N.V.Nagrathnam                   Vikas Sanghavi       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Annexure – 1 
 

Clarifications regarding points discussed in Pre-Bid Meeting on 25.07.12 at 1500 hrs. 
 

Following questions raised by : 
 

Mr.M.N Mujawar and Mr. B.P.Yadav of Accurate Powertech India Pvt. Ltd. 
 

Question   : In case of Synchronization Panel 4 P MCCB are not used it shall be 3 P +     
Neutral Contactor. 

 
       Answer    : In Sync. Panel 3P +N should be Used instead of 4 P 
 

Question  : Please include  NHP Make Battery Charger as we will give better services  
 

Answer    :  Vendor to verify that tender specification confirms the NHP make battery  
                         Charger & to provide the details for consideration. However vendor to quote   
                         For the given make in list of approved make only.  
 

Question:  In BOM you have specifically mentioned the Legrand Cat. No. for   
            Switchgears and in list of make you have mentioned 2 to 4 makes, we shall   
            be allowed to supply the equipment of Approved make as per the list  

 
         Answer    : Vendor to supply materials confirming to first make from list of approved    
                           Make. Other make shall be considered, if the first make is not available &   
                           With prior approval. 
 
 

Mr. Mukund Gurav and Mr. N.M.Vartak of Kala Genset Pvt. Ltd. 
 

Question :  

 
 

Answer: - For 100 TF:- 
                                        UPS Load 168kW  
                                       Chiller Load 77 kW 
                                      Balance other loads 59kW  
                                     UPS THD less than 5% 
Both DG Sets shall run if load demand exceeds capacity of 1 DG sets  



Question: 
 

 
 

Answer:  lube oil level by dipstick is acceptable in the absences of any other method 
 

Question: 
 

 
Answer: - Vendor to confirm the block loading limit which should be more than combined 
load for UPS and other balance load. 

 
Question: 

 
Answer: Rated Load is 304 kW. 

 
Question: 

 
Answer:      WEB = Web enabled IP based open &  

                        SNMP = Simple Network Management Protocol. 
Question: 

 

 
 

Answer: - Bracket welded to base frame is acceptable    
 

Question:  
 

 
Answer:  Genset certified by ARAI and confirming to the CPCB norms is acceptable, 
however any other strategic requirement shall be in the scope of vendor if required.  

 
Question: 

 

 
Answer:    Vendor to arrange 110% load test on chargeable basis for both the DG sets 



Question: 

 
Answer: Fuel tank in side DG set canopy is acceptable as per respective Manufacturer’s 
design capacity. However separate fuel tank capacity with stand etc needs to be provided as 
per tender by vendor 
Question: 

 
Answer: Engine to have manual control switch over and above present engine 
management system and controllers. 
Question: 

 
Answer: The display shall be available to BMS. Zero or 304 kW. Ammeter selector switch 
needs to be provided to switchover when EB supply is restored. 
Question: 

 
Answer:  Float cum booster separator charger to be provided as per Tender Specifications. 
However Manufacturer’s charger and this charger shall be connected with manual 
change over switch as a stand by to battery chagrining system. 
Question:  

 
Answer: Alternator star point shall be connected to neutral feeder. 
Question: 

 
Answer:  Vendor to be carried out Manual Regulation of the alternator load at site also 
25%, 50%, 75%, 100% 110% load connected to alternator manually for test checks is 
considered as manual regulation. 
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